HIV

Looking after your sexual health
HIV

HIV stands for **Human Immunodeficiency Virus**. Once someone is infected with HIV the virus will remain in their body for the rest of their life. There is currently no cure for HIV and no vaccine to prevent people from becoming infected. However, treatment can help most people with HIV to live much longer and feel well.

HIV can be transmitted in a number of ways. This booklet is mostly about sexual transmission. It gives you information about HIV, what you can do if you are worried that you might have the infection and advice on how to protect yourself. If someone is tested and found to be infected with HIV, they are said to be HIV positive.
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What causes HIV?
HIV is a virus. When someone becomes infected with HIV the virus weakens and damages their body’s defence system (the immune system) so that it cannot fight off infections.

Someone who has HIV is diagnosed as having AIDS only when their immune system cannot cope and they develop one or more particular illnesses. Most people with HIV, who are taking treatment, will not go on to develop AIDS. The term AIDS is not used very often now. Late stage or advanced HIV infection is used instead.

How is HIV transmitted?
HIV can be passed from one person to another through sexual contact, and in a number of other ways. Both men and women can have HIV, and can transmit the virus. You don’t need to have lots
of sexual partners to become HIV positive.

HIV can be transmitted through heterosexual (straight) or homosexual (gay, lesbian) sex. In women who only ever have sex with women the risk of HIV being passed on is very low.

Most people with HIV will look and feel healthy, so you cannot tell who has the virus and you can transmit HIV without knowing you are HIV positive. If someone is taking anti-HIV drugs they can pass on HIV but the risk of this happening is significantly reduced.

HIV is transmitted from one person to another when the blood, semen, pre-ejaculate (precum), vaginal and anal fluids or breast milk of an infected person enters the body of an uninfected person by:

- having unprotected (without a condom) vaginal or anal sex
- sharing sex toys
- using a needle or injecting equipment which has already been used by someone who is infected with HIV.

A woman with HIV can transmit the virus to her baby before or during birth, or by breastfeeding. This risk can be reduced by testing and treatment during pregnancy, planning the delivery and avoiding breastfeeding.

The risk of HIV transmission as a result of unprotected oral sex is low but it can happen. You are more at risk if:

- you are performing oral sex
- your throat or mouth is inflamed or you have cuts, sores, abrasions or any unhealed piercing in your mouth
- your partner ejaculates in your mouth
- you have just brushed or flossed your teeth
- you are giving oral sex to a woman who is having her period.
You cannot become HIV positive from hugging, saliva, kissing, sneezes, coughs, sharing baths or towels, from swimming pools, toilet seats or from sharing cups, plates or cutlery. You cannot get HIV from any animals or insects, including mosquitoes. HIV is not passed on through biting.

**Can HIV be transmitted when receiving healthcare in the UK?**

It is now extremely rare to become infected with HIV when receiving healthcare in the UK. In the UK all health professionals – such as dentists, doctors, midwives and nurses – are required to follow infection control procedures when caring for any patient.

Organ donors and blood from blood donors are also tested in the UK to reduce the risk of HIV being transmitted through infected blood, blood products or donated organs.

Some countries do not have the same standards of medical and dental care as the UK, so there may be a risk of HIV transmission from infected blood products or unsterile medical equipment if you receive healthcare in another country.

**What are the signs and symptoms of HIV?**

Many people who are living with HIV have no obvious signs and symptoms at all. Recent evidence shows that between 70% to 90% of people who become infected with HIV experience flu-like symptoms within a few weeks after infection.

The most common symptoms are a fever, a rash and a severe sore throat all occurring at the same time. These symptoms in an otherwise healthy person may indicate recent HIV infection.
How will I know if I have HIV?
You can only be certain you are HIV positive if you have a test. If you or a partner think you might have become HIV positive it is important that you don't delay seeking advice and getting a test. Even if you don't have symptoms an HIV test should be considered if:
- you have recently had unprotected sex (without a condom) with a new partner
- a sexual partner tells you they are HIV positive
- you have shared needles or injecting equipment or had a tattoo or piercing without a sterile needle
- you, or your partner, have had unprotected sex (without a condom) with other partners
- you, or your partner, have another sexually transmitted infection
- you are pregnant or planning a pregnancy.

How soon after transmission can I have a test?
It can take one month after you become infected with HIV for there to be enough antibodies and antigens in your blood to show up on an HIV test. It is important not to delay getting a test if you think you might have been exposed to the HIV virus. You can have a test even if you do not have any signs and symptoms. You will usually be offered an HIV test when you go to the clinic. A test can be carried out a month after possible infection but you may need a follow up test to confirm these results.

What is an HIV test?
An HIV test checks your blood for antibodies and antigens to HIV. When HIV enters your body, your
immune system tries to fight off the infection by producing antibodies to the virus.

Cervical screening tests, routine blood tests and swabs do **not** detect HIV. If you are not sure whether you have been tested for HIV, just ask.

**What does the test involve?**

An HIV test usually involves taking a sample of blood and sending it to a laboratory to be tested.

It is now possible to test for HIV using a saliva sample or a blood-spot (pin-prick to your finger).

An HIV test should only be done with your consent. You should understand what is involved in the test and how it might affect you. If you are tested by a doctor, nurse or health adviser, they should discuss with you:

- the benefits of testing
- how the test result (negative or positive) might affect you and aspects of your life
- how and when the HIV test can be done
- where the information about the test result will be recorded
- how the result will be given to you.

They may also give you a leaflet to explain some of the things you have discussed. Don’t be frightened to ask questions about anything you are not sure about.

If you are taking a test at home, ensure you read the information provided with the test in full and, if you have any questions, ring the telephone number included or call the Sexual Health Information Line (see page 14 for details).

Before you decide to have a test you may wish to talk to someone about the implications that this could have on all aspects of your life and about who might have access to the HIV test result. A doctor, nurse, health adviser or an HIV
organisation can help you with this.

**How soon will I know the result of the test?**

This will vary depending on where you had the test done. The doctor, nurse or health adviser will talk to you about when the result will be available.

At most services the result should be available within a week. Some clinics offer same day testing. Not all clinics provide this service and an appointment is usually required.

There are also a small number of clinics that offer rapid testing. This is when you have an HIV test, and are given the result in a short space of time (often within 20 minutes). If the result is positive another test will be done to check that the result is correct.

**Where can I get a test?**

There are a number of services you can go to. Choose the service you feel most comfortable with.

An HIV test can be done at:

- a genitourinary medicine (GUM) or sexual health clinic
- your general practice
- some contraception clinics and young people’s services
- rapid testing clinics (these are listed at www.tth.org.uk)
- private clinics (for a fee).

Pregnant women attending antenatal services and women attending some gynaecology services will be offered a test.

People who inject drugs may be able to get a test through a local drugs service.
How accurate are the tests?
No tests are 100 per cent accurate, but HIV tests should pick up almost all HIV infections if they are done at the right time. All positive HIV tests are repeated to confirm the result.

Will I have to pay for tests and treatment?
HIV testing is available on the NHS free of charge to anyone.

You can buy home-sampling tests (where you send a saliva sample or blood-spot off to be tested) online and from some pharmacies. After April 2014, it will also be possible to buy self-testing kits (that will allow you to test yourself and find out the results immediately). It is important to check that the test you buy has a CE quality assurance mark and is licensed for sale in the UK.

Anyone living in England is entitled to free HIV treatment on the NHS. HIV treatment is also available on the NHS in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

What is the treatment for HIV?
Once HIV is diagnosed, you will be given a number of tests to monitor the stage of the infection and to show if or when treatment should be started. People with HIV may be supported and treated by their own doctor or by a specialist at an HIV clinic or a GUM clinic. Services may work together to provide specialist care and support.

At the moment there is no cure for HIV or late stage HIV infection, but there are drugs, known as antiretroviral treatment (ART) or combination therapy, that reduce the level of HIV in the blood and prevent or delay the development of late stage HIV infection. Most people with HIV benefit
from these treatments and live longer and have better health than if they had not taken them. There are also treatments available that can help prevent or treat many of the illnesses that people with HIV are more likely to get.

Your doctor or specialist can give you full information about treatment options, side effects and long-term effects of treatment. HIV organisations can also provide this information (see inside back cover).

Treatment can be given to prevent a pregnant woman from transmitting the virus to her baby (see page 13) during pregnancy.

Is there any treatment I can take immediately if I think I have just come into contact with HIV?

If you have had unprotected sex (without a condom) with someone who is HIV positive or engaged in any risk-taking behaviour that could have transmitted HIV in the last three days (72 hours) then taking a short course of anti-HIV drugs may help to prevent infection. This is known as Post Exposure Prophylaxis or PEP. It involves taking a course of anti-HIV drugs for four weeks. It is more effective the sooner you take it.

PEP is usually only recommended if:

- you have had unprotected (without a condom) vaginal or anal sex with someone who is HIV positive
- you have had unprotected (without a condom) anal sex with someone who has a high chance of having HIV and you were the receiving partner.

PEP may be considered if:

- you had oral sex with someone who is HIV positive or is at high risk of having HIV and they
ejaculated in your mouth
• you had unprotected vaginal or anal sex with
someone who is at high risk of having HIV
• you are a healthcare professional and have
been at risk at work, for example through a
needlestick injury.

If you are worried that you have been exposed
to HIV within the last 72 hours you can go to a
GUM clinic, a sexual health clinic or an accident
and emergency (A&E) department. The doctor
or nurse will ask you some questions and assess
whether or not the treatment will be of benefit
to you.

What happens if HIV isn’t treated?
Once you have become infected with HIV you
will remain infected with the virus for the rest
of your life, and will be able to transmit the virus
to someone else. There is currently no way of
curing the virus or removing it from the body.
Every individual will react differently to HIV. If the
HIV isn’t monitored carefully and treatment given
when necessary, it will cause long-term damage,
and this will develop into late stage HIV infection
(which can lead to death).

Will I know how long I’ve had HIV?
An HIV antibody test cannot tell you how long
you have had the virus. If you have had more
than one sexual partner it can be difficult to
know which partner transmitted the virus. If you
feel upset or angry about having HIV and find it
difficult to talk to your partner, family or friends,
don’t be afraid to discuss how you feel with
the staff at the clinic or general practice, or at a
support organisation.